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ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.
Conditional Pay3nent.
Mere acceptance by a creditor of an obligation of a third person,
without proof that the parties agreed that such obligation should be
received as payment, is only a conditional payment, 499.
ACT OF GOD. See Carriers of Freight.
ACTIONS.
Election of.
Where a contract of sale reserves the title to lumber in the vendor
until payment of the purchase money, amounting to a mortgagethe
vendor may elect to sue for the debt instead of enforcing the mort-
gage, 565.
The fact that judgment was recovered in a suit against one who
received moneys wrongfully paid by a bank, precludes a subsequent
action against the bank for the same sum, 8o6.
Limitation of.
As the Interstate Commerce Act contains no limitation of the time
within which actions for the recovery of excessive freights must be
brought, the State statutes of limitation must govern, 5o4.
AD-MIRALTY. See Law of the Flag-Marine Insurance.
Botloviry Bonds. See Law of the Flag.
Clarter Parly. .
Clause in, excepting "restraint of princes or rulers of people," in-
cludes detention by quarantine regulations, 625.
Demurrage.
In absence of stipulation, berth must be furnished within reason-
able time after arrival of vessel. By usage of the port of New York,
twenty-four hours after arrival are allowed, 564.
lffect of Common Law Judgment.
Common law judgment in favor of defendant, the owner of a ves-
sel, %vill not bar a subsequent suit in admiralty, where the judgment
was based upon the plaintiffs contributory negligence, 365.
Joinder of SHp and Owner.
In a suit for damages by collision, the ship and owner cannot be
joined in the same libel, 562.
M31arilime Bills of Lading. See Bill of Lading.
.31ariliine Lien.
Arising from damages done in collision is prior to lien of wages of
the crew of the cffending vessel, which accrued before the collision:
but is subsequent to wages accruing after that time, 429.
Stevedore rendering services to a vessel in another than its home
port, has a maritime lien therefor, 93.
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Proceeding in Rem.
Where a local statute gives a cause of action for death by negli-
gence to the personal representative, but no lien against the offend-
ing thing, a proceeding in ren will not lie, 562.
Sale of Cargo by faster.
The master of a ship forced to a port of distress who sells a dam-
aged cargo for its owners' benefit, without communication with them,
but acts on the best advice obtainable and in good faith, is not liable
in an action for breach of contract and conversion if his act is justi-
fied by the law of the country under whose flag he sails, 188.
Salvage.
Liberal award for services rendered by a pilot boat attending to
take off the pilot by whose fault the steamship ran ashore is against
public policy, 711.
Seaworthiness.
Includes competent master and crew, and the owners must provide
for contingency of master's death by selecting a competent mate,
223.
AGENCY. See Husband and Wife-Real Estate Brokers.
Brokers.
Who are mere agents to sell a cargo, are not personally liable for
the freight, 219.
Liability of Princzpalfor Agent's Fraud.
The civil liability of a principal for an agent's fraud committed
within the course of business and employment is not changed by the
principal's ignorance, nor by the fact that the agent committed the
fraud for his own interest, 707.
A stipulation in the agreement of a mercantile agency with a bank,
waiving responsibility for loss occasioned by any agent's negligence
in furnishing information, will not relieve it from liability where an
agent furnished false information for the purpose of deceiving the
bank, 707.
Dealers.
One who receives orders, forwards them to the manufacturers, re-
ceives the sewing machines sent in pursuance thereof, and sends them
to the purchaser is not a dealer nor an agent, 805.
Ratification. See Equity.
Acceptance of benefits accruing through. the unauthorized act of
another operates as a ratification, 143. "
ALIENS. See Immigration Laws- Constitutional Law.
Chinese Exclusion Acts, 48.
Importation of.
Where a stowaway on discovery was enrolled as a member of the
-vessel's crew, and deserted at a port of the United States, he could
2iot be regarded as an alien under Act of Congress, March 3, 1891,
so as to charge the master with the penalties imposed thereby, 316.
ARBITRATION. See Fire Insurance.
.-Ippeals from.
Where under by-laws of a corporation the decision of a committee
is to be final in all appeals from a board of arbitrators, its decision
as to the insufficiency of evidence to substantiate a claim i- conclu-
sive, 141.
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Rievocation of Submission.
Written revocation of authority delivered to arbitrators before their
award is signed and published is sufficient, although before the revo-
cation they had orally announced their decision respecting certain
items of claim, 708.
Sufficiency of Award.
An award must cover all items submitted, and must be certain,
mutual and final, 708.
ASSIGNMENT. See Conticl of Laws.
ASSIGNMENT FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS.
Preference. See Trusts.
Validity of preference by absolute sale of property in discharge of
creditor's debt, is not affected by a general assignment of the balance
of the property, 711.
Where a mortgage is given to secure a debt, and the same day an
assignment is made, the mortgage will be treated as part of the as-
signment, 711.
ATTACHMENT.
Continuance.
Where an attachment is made returnable in a justice court at a
certain hour, when neither party appears, the justice has jurisdiction
to continue the case when requested by the plaintiff, 903.
Garnishees.
Treasurers of a benevolent association hold the assessments paid as
trustees for the association, and are liable to be summoned as gar-
nishees in an attachment suit, 6o.
Drawer of a check deposited by the payee, cannot be garnished as
debtor of the payee respecting the debt paid by the check, 903.
Priority to Deed.
Attachments sued out before recording of a deed are prior thereto,
even though the claimant's attorney had knowledge of the negotia-
tions for the sale of the land, 9or.
ATTORNEY AND CLIENT. See Chamnerly-Mfalicious Prosecution.
Ag-reements for Compensation.
In England, a client's express promise to pay an advocate's fee
cannot be enforced; but an action will lie at the instance of a barrister
or attorney, 751.
In the United States, except in New Jersey, where the distinction
between attorneys and advocates is recognized, the English rule is
held to be not a part of its inherited jurisprudence, 752.
-luthoritr of Attorney.
The petition of a plaintiff to strike off the satisfaction of a judg-
ment from the record, upon the ground of want of authority of his
attorney to enter satisfaction, will be granted, 630.
'egligence.
Where defendant's attorney in a foreclosure suit negligently failed
to file an answer and the bill was taken pro confesso, the only redress
was against the attorney; the court would not vacate the judgment
on the ground of accident and mistake, 141.
BAILM1ENT.
Gratuitous.
Gratuitousbailee is not liable for loss where he is not guilty of neg-
;igence, 804.
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Liability of Storekeeper to Custoner.
Depositing a watch for safe keeping in a drawer indicated by the
salesman in a clothing store, being a necessary incident of defendant's
business, constituteshima bailee for hire, and as such bound to exer-
cise ordinary diligence, 631.
Sale by Warehouseman.
Of goods for account of consignor, without notice of an adverse
claim is no conversion, 222.
BANKS AND BANKING. See Bills and XVotes-Insolvency-Principal
and Surety.
Checks. See Attachment-Discharge of Drawer.
Deposited by the payee, and credited to him as cash, the title
thereto vests in the bank, 903.
Where a bank permits depositors to draw against checks deposited
before their collection, the title to such checks passes immediately to
the bank upon entry made in depositor's pass book; but not so,
when the deposit was made when the bank was irretrievably in-
solvent, 424.
Cannot defend au action brought to recover amount of forged check
paid on a depositor's account, 57.
Bank is liable in damages for refusing to pay check, where there
are funds to meet it, even though refusal was by mistake, 57.
Credit for Return of Funds Wrongfully. Withdrawn.
Where none of a defaulter's fellow-officers had received notice of
deposits to the credit of the bank, with its correspondent in New
York, made by defaulter's brokers, of sums which he had wrongfully
withdrawn, it was a question for the jury, in a suit against the
brokers, who claimed credit for the sums returned, whether the bank
officers, in the exercise of reasonable care, could have ascertained
that the deposits had been made, and whether they would have
accepted them as a return, 562.
Deposits and Depositors.
Bank not liable even to innocent holder for value on certificate of
deposit issued before incorporation, and signed as cashier by the per-
son who afterward became such, 498.
Depositor not guilty of laches in not notifying bank of forgery of
check where it is shown that such notice would not have enabled it
to relieve its loss, 57-
Special Deposit.
Where a banker gave a certificate stating that the deposit was madefor a special purpose and, with the depositor's knowledge, used the
money in his business, upon his insolvency, it was held that the de-
posit was general, and no trust created which would give the deposi-
tor preference over other creditors, 562.
Where a cashier appropriated a special deposit that he had
received on behalf of the bank for gratuitous safe keeping, he acted
beyond the scope of his authority, and the bank is not liable where
it exercised due diligence in selecting and retaining him, 8o4.
"Where county funds were unlawfully deposited in a national bank,
and the deposit was not "special," but the officers knew that they
were county funds and that the certificates of deposit were marked
"special," upon the bank's insolvency the county was entitled to
full payment in preference to other creditors, 903.
Discharge of Drawer of Check .
Drawer of check is discharged from liability thereon if payee or
holder gets it certified on his own behalf, instead of collecting it, and
the bank becomes insolvent before it is paid, 563.
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Drafts for Collection.
Where a bank which had sent a draft for collection to its corre-
spondent, with whom it had no account, but from whom it received
remittances of collections every five days, became insolvent before
the proceeds of the draft had been remitted, the original owner of
the draft could recover the proceeds in the hands of the correspon-
dent bank, 563.
BEHRING SEA. See International Law.
BILLS OF LADING.
Collateral Security. See Stoipiage in Transilui.
LE.remp tion from Liabilily from Negligence.
In maritime bills, shipowner should be exempt from liability for
"accidents of navigation," even when indirectly caused by the
negligence of the crew, 637.
.]aritime Bills.
Uniformity with those of other countries, recommended, 633-
Provisions in
Criticism of decision in Jennings v. Grand Trunk R. R., that an
answer to an inquiry for rates of transportation completes the con-
tract on delivery of goods to the carrier, so that the bill of lading,
signed by shipper's agent, is of no effect, 364.
In the absence of stipulation, the consignee is not liable for deten-
tiou at the port of loading, by the shipper, who alone is liable,
although the contract of affreightment with the master was made by
the consignee, 564.
Stoppage in Transitu.
The right of the consignor is lost by'the assignment of the bill as
collateral security, until he has discharged the debt secured, 63.
BILLS AND NOTES. See Conflict of Laws.
.4cceptance.
Delivery of acceptance of a bill of exchange to authorized agent of
payee, is a delivery to the payee, and the contract thereby becomes
complete between the acceptor and the principal owner of the bill,
216.
Accommodation Note.
Maker of a note, given to a corporation for money loaned, is
estopped front setting up that the loan was ultra vires, 366.
.- Iteration.
Of an endorsed note by payee, when all parties intended it should
have been made for the corrected amount, will not relieve the en-
dorser, 222.
.As Collateral Security.
Where all the parties agree, a compromise will be sustained
whereby a pledgee of negotiable securities as collateral accepts from
the parties bound less than the face value in discharge thereof, not-
withstanding the general rule to the contrary, 62.
c.nsideration.
Part payment, not a valuable consideration which would bind
promisee to observe express promise to indulge, 63.
Part payment by the maker of an overdue note, is insufficient con-
sideration to support a promise for exten.ion of time, so as to dis-
charge the endorser, 711.
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In an action on a note, the fact that it is shown that the note for
which it was given was declared to have been made without con-
sideration, does not affect the consideration of the note in suit, 8oS.
Discharge of Surety.
Surety's original obligation not altered by payment on account by
the maker of the note in consideration of extension of time, 63.
Endorsement.
It would seem that the endorsement of a foreign administrator in
a foreign country, where he is capable of passing title by endorse-
ment of his decedent's negotiable paper, would confer a complete
legal title upon his endorsee, so he can sue in his own name, 881.
Endorsement After Maturity.
Endorsee after maturity takes the note subject only to defences
valid against the endorser, 567.
Notice.
The fact that a notice of protest, enclosed by the holder in an
envelope bearing directions to "return if not called for," and
addressed to the endorser, was never returned, is sufficient to charge
the endorser, 711.
Bank discounting a note is not affected with notice of defences
known to an officer of the bank, who presented it, where the latter
was president of the payee, and acted entirely in that capacity, 367.
Payable After Death.
Order on executors to pay, one year after death, a promissory note,
not a testamentary paper, 431.
Reformation of Aote.
In an action brought by the holder of a note against the president
and secretary of a corporation, who signed it intending to bind the
company only, and the plaintiff had no reason to believe otherwise,
the defendants were entitled to have the note reformed to express the
true contract of the parties, 568.
Set-off.
Endorser of promissory note, held by a national bank and maturing
after insolvency thereof, may set off the amount of his deposit at the
time of the insolvency, 36o.
In a suit by an assignee, to recover amount of deposit, bank may
set off amount of note held, upon which insolvent is liable, 365.
CARRIERS OF FREIGHT. See Railroad Compianies.
Connecting Lines.
In absence of contract between, there is no obligation to transport
freight in cars in which it is tendered, unless it will be injured by
transfer, and unless the company receiving it has no cars of its own
ready for service, 8o8.
Where a connecting line transports freight in the cars in which it
is tendered, the usual mileage for the use of such cars must be paid,
8o8.
Contract of Carriage.
Notwithstanding a stipulation that shipper has examined and
accepted the car as suitable, he is not estopped from setting up a
defect in the car by which his stock was injured, 284.
Discrimination in Rates. See Interstate Commerce.
At common law an action will lie for an excessive freight charge,
but not for discrimination in rates, 498.
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Where the owner of freight, by an agreement with a favored
customer of a carrier, procures its transportation in the name of such
customer, who afterwards receives the rebate, he cannot recover the
amount of the rebate from such customer, as the contract is in viola-
tion of public policy and void, 563.
Liability for Loss.
Where a State code imposes the duty of extraordinary diligence
upon common carriers, and the immediate agency of loss is an act
of God, the presumption still is that the loss is due to negligence, to
rebut which, the act of God must be shown to be the sole cause of
the loss, 805.
Carrier may, by contract, protect itself against liability for loss of
goods not occurring on its own line, 563 .
Lien for Freight.
Where the wrong rate is given to a shipper by an employee with-
out authority, the company may hold the goods until the correct
rate is paid, 365.
Railroad Lease.
Legality of, under Constitution of Pennsylvania, when made to
control coal trade, 289.
CHAIPERTY AND MAINTENANCE. See .ittorney and Client.
Champerty is the unlawful maintenance of suit, in consideration
of a part of the thing in suit, 754.
Thus defined is the law of Massachusetts. Indiana, Kentucky,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, New Hampshire and Maine,
where the mode of compensation is held to constitute at common
law the gist of the offence, 754.
In Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri. Mississippi, West
Virginia, Virginia, Wisconsin, Kansas, Ohio and kprobablv) South
Carolina, Maryland, Oregon, Nevada and Rhode Island the gist of
the offence is the unlawful meddling in another's suit. whereby
justice and truth are suppressed, 755- 
And in the above States a contract for the payment of contingent
fees is void only where the attorney agrees to pay the costs, 754.
But the attorney may advance incidental costs: contra, in New
York code, 757.
English statutes against champerty were devised to prevent the
conveyances of pretended titles by those who were unable to prose-
cute them; the gist of the offence being the contribution to the costs
of the suit, 755.
Except in cases specified in its code, champerty forms no part of
the New York common law, 756.
In 'Michigan, Texas, California, New Jersey, Arkansas, Vermont,
Connecticut and Pennsylvania the doctrine of champerty as applied
to contracts between attorney and client forms no part of the law, 756.
The general rule is that though a contract between an attorney and
client be void for champerty, yet he may recover on a quantut
inertit: contra, in Alabama, Maine and Kentucky, 757.
Doctrine of champerty is of little utility in the United States as
applied to contracts between attorney and client. 757.
Contingent Fees.
Contracts for their payment are rigidly scrutinized by the courts,
but when made in good faith are sustained by the Federal courts,
and by those of all the States except Tennessee, 753.
In England have been held void under the statutes against main-
tenance, 753.
For rendering services in claims against the United States Govern-
ment are valid, 753.
But contra as to contracts for lobbying, 753.
Contract providing that no compromise or settlement of the case
shall be made without attorney's consent is void; but contra in Cali-
fornia. 753.
Receiver of a National Bank can not contract to pay, 753.
An agreement whereby an attorney in consideration of the assign-
pient of a judgment to him agrees to conduct its prosecution and to
advance the expenses of the suit, which are to be divided if it fails,
and if suqcessful to divide the proceeds, is not champertous, 708, 751.
CHARTER PARTY. See Admiralty.
CLUBS. See Liquor Lawvs.
COMMISSIONS. See Ral Estate Brokers.
CONFLICT OF LAWS. !See Law of the Flag.
Bill of Exchange.
Drawn in Indiana and accepted in Michigan, to be discounted in
Indiana and to be paid in Michigan, is an Indiana contract, 9o1.
.Between States.
Administrator of a person killed in Connecticut by wrongful act of
another can sue in Massachusetts, under a Connecticut statute, to
recover damages, 217.
Trusts created by will in a State where they were valid, will be up-
held in the State in which they are to be maintained, although there
invalid, 5oo.
The validity of a contract made in Kentucky between a limited
partnership organized under Pennsylvania law, and a Kentucky cor-
poration, is determined by the law of the State where the contract is
made, 424.'
Recovery of damages in a suit brought by an employee against his
employer in a State other than that in which the contract was made
;andwas to be executed cannot be had where, in the latter State, there
could be no right of action, 368..
A parol lease of lands, within the Statute of Frauds of the State
-where it is made, will not be enforced in an action brought in another
State where it is valid, 284.
Contracts of Shipment.
Where the stipulations of the contract are valid according to the
law of the destination, and invalid under that of the place of ship-
ment, the presumption favors the former, 635.
Execution of Powers.
Where the execution of a power is in question, the law of the
domicile of the donor governs and not that of the donee, 629.
Executors and Administrators.
Each State for the protection of its citizens assumes the exclusive
control over the assets of a foreign decedent found within its limits,
881, 886.
But a foreign administrator who has acquired the legal title of the
decedent's personal property there situated may maintain suit there-
for in another State where it may be found without taking out new
letters of administration, 88o.
And the power of a foreign administrator to invest his assignee of
a note payableto order or tobearerwith title so that hecan sue inthe
silus of the debt in his own name, thus avoiding an additional grant
of administration, is sustained by a majority of decisions, 882, 883, 884,
887, 891.
And the assignee of a foreign administrator may maintain suit in a
Texas court for the payment of a note payable to the intestate, and
to enforce a trust deed made to secure its payment, in the absence of
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any Texas administratibn and Texas creditors, where the law of the
foreign State has not been proved to deny the administrator's right
of assignment, 878, 891.
Federal and Slate ourts.
Federal tribunals should follow decisions of State Courts upon
questions which are solely within State control, 500, 566.
Where there are conflicting appointments of receivers of a railway
company, the question is decided in favor of the court which first
acquired jurisdiction by seizure of the property, 427.
Law of the Flag. See Law of the Flag.
Must be followed in case of maritime disaster, when, the master
becomes the agent ex- necessitate of the owners to preserve their
interests, 6j6.
Place of Performance and Execution.
The liability of a married woman upon a bond and mortgage given
in Pennsylvania to secure the purchase money of land in Delaware,
must be determined by the law of Delaware, 625.
State and U. S. Law. See Cont,-acs--Constiltttional Laz,-Legffislature.
Between power of State to declare acts done therein criminal, and
constitutional provisions, prohibiting impairment of contracts, the
Interstate Commerce Clause and the guarantee to the citizens of each
State the rights of citizens of every other State, 214.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. See Cow-ts-Criminal Laze-Interstate
UOinerce-ilfechanies' Lien-Police Pozer.
Death of President and Vice-President, 7o2.
Bounties.
Granted by Congress to stimulate the sugar industry, are for a
public purpose and constitutional, 3oi.
Due Process ofLae. See huicibalities.
Imposition of heavy fine, with alternative of long imprisonment,
by a cumulative sentence passed by a petty magistrate, sitting with-
out a jury, upon an offender. charged with but one offence, but tried
for a number of offences, is a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment,
although approved in .O'Neill v. Vermont, 6t8, 61g, 620.
Where the senteniee of an inferior court appearing before the
Supreme Court of the United States, has been passed without juris-
diction, the Fourteenth Amendment commands its reversal, 62.
Exercise of absolute power in fixing rates by Interstate Commerce,
a deprivation of property without, 165.
Ffith -nzendienl.
The fifth anmelidment is violated by compelling a person to testify
againsthimnself in a criminal case, although he is not the one prose-
cuted, 217.
Fourteenth .4tendmeht.
In absence of a State civil rights statute, a rule df a theatre pro-
hibiting colored persons from occupying seats in certain places, is
not a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, 628.
State -tax upon raili'oad companies according to their gross receipts
pi oportioned to number of'miles operated within the State, does not
conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment, 2 17.
Constitutionality of such a tax discussed, 203.
Fourth .Amendnent.
Where the president of an insolvent bank, charged with violating
the banking law, prayed that the receiver be compelled to deliver to
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him a trunk which he alleged contained private papers, the order of
the Court appointing a master to privately exainine and distribute to
the receiver and complainant the papers properly belonging to each,
was unconstitutional, 626.
Gerrymander. See Legislature.
An apportionment act will be declared unconstitutional, if there is
a manifest abuse of the limited discretion reposed in the legislature
by the State Constitution, 854.
Immigration Laws. See Aliens.
Provision of Congress that the decision of Treasury Department as
to right of aliens to land shall be final, is constitutional, 224.
Imfiairment of Contracts.
Prohibition of impairment of contractual obligation merely pro-
hibits legislation after valid contract is made, 213.
Postal Laws.
Act of Congress making it a misdemeanor to send lottery adver-
tisements through the mails, constitutional, 285.
Protection.
Constitutionality of McKinley Bill, 65.
CONTRACTS. See Conflict of Laws-Corporations-Fire Insurance-
Legislature.
Aifreightment. See Admiralty-Law of the Flag.
Against Public Policy. See Carriers of Freight.
Ante-nuttial Contract. See Dower.
Between a medium and a spiritualist, whereby the man conveys
property to the woman, but subsequently refuses to marry, or tocomplete the grant by delivery, cannot be enforced, 518.
By persons contemplating matrimony, respecting their property
are favored by the law, and will be sustained in the absence of frau,
or unless the alienation is in fraud of creditors, 839, 840.
A will executed by a woman before marriage, liberally providing
for her husband and otherwise disposing of the residue, although re-
voked by the marriage, was enforced in equity as an ante-nuptial
settlement, 839.
Paro1 ante-nuptial agreement concerning chattels is valid, but thlere
must be clear and convincing proof of its existence, 849, 850.
Of Carriage. See Carriers of Freight.
Certainty.
Contract to furnish coal for steamboats for a year, at a stated price
per ton, though uncertain, was complete and valid for the entire
year, as by its terms the amount was determinable, 141.
Consideration. See Fraudulent Conveyance.
Agreement by owner with .5ona~fide purchaser of stolen goods that
if he would return part he could keep the remainder, is void for want
of consideration, 218.
Illegal A4greement.
Where the sale of liquor is prohibited by a State statute, a saloon-
keeper cannot recover for damage to the liquor caused by his land-
lord's failure to supply ice as agreed, 626.
Imp~lied.
Use of system of advertising, suggested by another without agree-
ment of compensation, raises no implied contract to pay therefor, 432.
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Joint and Scvral.
A contract signed by nineteen, stating the various amounts sub-
scribed by each toward the sum agreed upon, is several, consisting
of nineteen distinct contracts, 218.
Law Determining Validity See Conylict of Laws.
Obligation of. See Conslitutional Law.
If by the e.r loci a contract is criminal, there is no obligation
which can be impaired, 213.
Power of Stale over.
Power of State to prohibit a citizen from making, by his own agent,
a contract with a foreign corporation, 209, 213.
Rtformalion. See .Voles and Bills.
Restraint of Trade See Damages-Equity.
City ordinance giving the exclusive right of removing dead
animals is not invalid as a contract in restraint of trade, 222.
Association formed between stenographers of a county to restrain
competition among members and maintain uniform charges, illegal,
285.
A clause in a contract providing that plaintiffs consent to engage
in any business within given limits for a given time should not be
withheld, unless it should be for dealing in the same class of goods
as the plaintiff, is void, as being wider than necessary for the plain-
tiff's protection, 902.
(2f Ste.
Made in violation of a valid ordinance, as it is an act done in dis-
obedience of the law, creates no right of action which a court of jus-
tice will enforce, 566.
Of Shibment.
Are presumably under the law of the place where made, in absence
of a contrary intention of the parties, 634.
Of Subscriptions. See Cor2porations.
Sunda r Contracts.
An assignment of personalty, executed on Sunday by an old single
woman, sick in a hospital, in trust for her life, with remainder to
asbignee, not invalid under Massachusetts statute, 5oi.
COPYRIGHT.
Dramuatic Compiosition.
Stage Dance not within meaning of the Copyright Act, 709.
CORPORATIONS. See Alrbitatlion - Courts- .1[uniciatliies-Real
Estate Brokers.
.4ction by Stockholder.
A stockholder can bring suit in his own name to enforce a right of
the corporation without first requesting the directors to sue, where a
majority of the board are hostile to complainant, and would oppose
the commencement of such litigation, 142.
I ssets not a Trust Fund.
Assets are trust fund for payment of creditors only in that creditors
are entitled to payment before any distribution among stockholders,
219.
R, -laws. See . Irbiration.
Corporate Name.
Use of a word in title cannot be restrained where it was used by a
company prior to plaintiff's organization, 709.
Officers.
Where a State law provides that at least three of the directors
elected must be residents, three residents will be elected over non-
residents, although the latter received a majority, 427.
Director is not bound to disclose to a stockholder, before purchas-
ing his stock, what facts he may know affecting its value, 218.
Right to Examine Public Records. See Injunction.
A title and guarantee company is entitled to the same right of
access to and examination of the public records of the county as an
individual, 769.
Stock.
Upon bankruptcy, a stockholder is liable for only so much of his
unpaid subscription as may be necessary, with the other assets to
satisfy creditors, 427.
Such payment can be enforced only when the amount to be paid
has been approximately ascertained, 427.
Where stockholder is judgment creditor of the insolvent corpora-
tion he cannot be compelled to set off his unpaid subscription against
his judgment, 427.
A corporation which is custodian of its stock held in trust, with
knowledge of the trustee's power to sell, is not guilty of negligence
in permitting a transfer on request of trustee's attorney, although it
was to secure the attorney's individual debt, 428.
Holders of "bonus" stock can be charged by creditors subsequent
to such issue only on the ground of participation in a fraud making
the corporation to misrepresent its financial standing, and such
creditors, if assignees, must show that they paid full value for their
claims, 218.
Where corporation was organized before the amount agreed had
been subscribed, the fact was no defence to an action for balance of
subscription, where subscriber had recognized the validity of the
corporation by paying the first two calls, 501.
Ultra vires See Bills and Aotes.
An agreement by which all or a majority of the stockholders enter
into a "trust" combination by which a monopoly is created, is
ultra vires of the corporation, 426.
COURTS. See Removal of Causes - Stare Decisis - United States
Courts.
Appeal.
Advisability of allowing appeals in a question of fact; as negli-
gence, 407.
Appearance.
Entered by an attorney-at-law without authority, on behalf of the
defendant, does not affect the latter when he is absent from the State
and without notice of the action, 9oi.
New Trial.
Grdunted where newspapers, influential at the place of the trial,
made statements during its progress which were likely to prevent an
impartial verdict, 287.
Quo Warranto.
A State court may by a proceeding in quo, warranto oust a foreign
corporation from exercising its franchises and privileges in violation
of State law, 628.
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.Sumnnmons.
Non-resident suitor who is personally interested in the result of
the suit, though he may also testify in the trial as a witness, is not
exempt from service of summons in another, 64.
IVrit of Error.
A proceeding in error and not habeas corpus is appropriate to
secure reviews and correction of errors committed by courts acting
within their authority, 59.
IWrit of Prohibition.
Is not granted ex debito juslith, but rests in the sound discretion
of the Court, 568.
Will issue to prevent enforcement of an ordinance which is oppres-
sive and unreasonable, although the only inquiries permitted upon
prohibition are whether the inferior court is exercising a jurisdiction
it does not possess, or having jurisdiction has exceeded its powers,
568.
CRIMINAL LAW. See Evideuce-E.xtlradition-Z--abeas Corbus-
Treason.
Procedure in early criminal trials, 371.
Punishment of crimes in English jurisprudence, 458.
.4ecomplice.
The person upon whom an abortion is sought to be performed is
not an accomplice, 216.
Cruel and Unusual Punishment.
Cumulative sentence upon conviction under an indictment for sev-
eral offences, as a "cruel and unusual" punishment within the
meaning of the Constitution, 619.
E mbezzlement.
Employee who takes money after having placed it in drawer of
cash register, but without registering sale, commits embezzlement.
not larceny, 429.
Iquity Jurisdiction .4pplied to, r.
Indictment.
An information containing a photograph of a Chinese lottery ticket,
untranslated, violates the provision of a penal code that the language
used must be of common understanding, 220.
Gamning.
Where gaming in a tavern is prohibited by statute, it is immaterial
whether or not it was in a private bedroom of the tavern, 903.
Itlegal Voting.
Is a misdemeanor at the common law, 869 .
Juror.
A juror who states upon his voir dire that he has formed ax opinion
as to the guilt or innocence of the accused which will require evi-
dence to remove is incompetent, 628.
QOlenees Indictable at Common Law.
In States where a penal code has been adopted, there can be no
common law offences, 870.
All offences against government, public justice, public morals or
the public peace, are indictable as common law offences in the
absence of statutory law or precedent, 87 .
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Preventing Attendance of Witness.
Intoxicating witness in order to prevent his attendance, is an ob-
struction ofjustice, and an indictable offence at the common law, 873.
Remarks of Counsel.
Comments in the course of argument by the prosecuting attorney
upon the failure of defendant's counsel to answer a challenge to ex-
plain the evidence "upon any other reasonable hypothesis than that
of guilt," is not ground for objection, 568.
Reward.
One who procures the conviction of an offender against the election
Jaws, is entitled to a reward offered for such conviction, although
sentence upon the prisoner is indefinitely suspended, 9o2.
&ntence.
Where a sentence imposing fine and costs does not conform to a
statute requiring such sentences to fix a term of imprisonment for
default in payment, the judgment will be reversed and the cause
remanded for a new trial, 9o2.
Solicitations to Commit Crime.
Are a species of attempt, being overt acts evidencing a criminal
intent, and are independently indictable, 871, 872.
Are indictable, whether they be solicitations for the commission of
felonies or merely of misdemeanors, 871, 872.
CY PRES DOCTRINE. See Trusts.
DA AGES. See Eminent Domain-Roads and Streets-Telegrapih
Compianies.
Consequential.
May be recovered where lands are depreciated in value by reason
of the construction of a railroad in proximity thereto, although no
land is taken, nor the rights and easements of the owner disturbed, 63.
-Evidence.
The owner of coal lands, through which a gas company has run
pipes under its power of eminent domain, may prove their general
depreciation in market value by showing the character of the soil,
the depth of the line, and its general interference with successful
mining, 219.
Land.
Damages can berecovered for injuries to crops from fumes of coke
ovens, 27, 32.
Coke burning, being a private industry, will, notwithstanding its
importance, be denied the immunities enjoyed by railroads and other
public servants, 27, 32, 33.
Extent of application of the maxim, sic utere tuo ut alienum non
icedas, 38, 39.
Acts done in the natural use of land which damage a neighbor's
property, are protected only when the damage results from the
operation of natural forces upon the injurious substance, 40, 41.
In Pennsylvania, however, such acts are protected only when they
are shown to be necessary to the use, 43.
Measure.
Damages to the fee of property abutting on line of elevated rail-
road must be measured by the injury to easements of light, air and
access, 428.
Noise of road, interference with privacy, and interception by the
structure of the view ofp the premises, may be considered in estimat-
ing damages to rental value, 428.
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For breach of contract not to sell within a certain district, is the
defendant's profits, 2S5.
.,71ental Suffering.
Mental suffering caused by carrier's negligence in failing to carry
promptly her husband's corpse, is ground for damages, 57.
Right to.
For injuries suffered to laud between death of lessor and termina-
tion of lease, passes with the title to heirs or devisees, 144.
DECEDENT'S ESTATES. See Lareculors and Adminisrators.
DECEIT. See Deeds-lealL state B-okes- Iills.
Firlse Representations.
Fraudulent representation, to be the ground of successful resist-
ance of the foreclosure of a purchase money mortgage of a mine,
must have been the proxcimate inducement to the purchase, 629.
Recision of Conh-act of Sale.
Suit for recision ol ground of fraud on part of purchaser cannot
be maintained without a return or tender of the purchase money paid,
although the vendor has expended it, and cannot raise the amount
necessary for the tender, 568.
bhi itualistic 31ediums. See Deeds.
Conveyance to a third party obtained by intervention of spiritu-
alistic medium is void, even tlough the grantee is innocent of any
share in the transaction, 
519.
The concensus of opinion seems to be, passing the question of undue
influence, that all conveyances and gifts procured by' spiritualistic
manifestation are p.,; se fraudulent and void, 520.
DEEDS. See Attachment.
Restrictions in.
Clause in contemporaneous deeds granting contiguous lots, which
restricted their use to " first class dwellings," is enforceable by each
owner against all the others. 219.
Undue Injluence.
Conveyance to a spiritual adviser for an inadequate consideration
is invalid, unless the grantee can prove affirmatively the absence of
undue influence, 507, 509.
Gifts by nuns to their convents are within the rule; but a petition
by a nun for the transfer of funds to trustees to whom she has as-
signed her property for the benefit of the convent, cannot be refused
merely because the assignment may have been procured by undue
influence, 507.
Conveyances to spiritualistic mediums are viewed by the law the
same as those to spiritual advisers, 51o.
But where there is no evidence that the grantor's peculiar belief
influenced the gift, the fact that he is a spiritualist is not sufficient
evidence of mental incapacity to set it aside, 52 1.
Where complainant thought that the paper shown him by defen-
dant, his confessor, was the revocation of a will made in his favor;
and was induced by the defendant to execute a trust deed of the
property in favor of the church in which defendant was pastor, equity
set the transaction aside not only because of fraud, but also because
of the relations of the parties, 564.
DIVORCE.
.41imony.
Where defendant admitted the allegation that she was already mar-
ried at the time of the second marriage, her application for alimony
and counsel fees pendente lite was denied, 142.
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DONATIO CAUSA MORTIS.
Growth and nature of the doctrine, 68I.
Delivery of 3Aeans of " Gelling at" the Chattel.
In general, such delivery is sufficient to support a gift of the fund,
685,
Delivery of a key is sufficient if the box or trunk is beyond the
control or custody of the donor, 662, 674, 685, 686.
Delivery of negotiable instruments, or shares of stock, in general,
passes title to the fund they represent, 685, 686.
Bu the check, promissory note, or bill of exchange to pass by
mere.delivery, must be that of a third party, 686.
If it is the donor's own note, etc., delivery is not sufficient to give
donee valid title; but an endorsee of the donee may enforce it against
the donor's personal representatives, 686.
Delivery of a receipt endorsed with instructions to pay the amount
to the donee, is sufficient, 8o6.
Delivery of Bank Book.
Delivery of savings bank book, except in M'Aaryland and Pennsyl-
vania, sufficient to pass title, although the bank may require a power
of attorney from the depositor, 689.
Delivery of ordinary pass bank book, ineffectual to pass title to the
find, 672, 678, 689.
Queere: Why should not delivery of a pass bank book pass title to
the fund? 679-69o.
(;Gil of all a A/an's Estate.
The magnitude of the gift may raise a question for a jury whether
or not a nuncupative will was intended, 68r, 682.
The mere fact that the whole estate happens to consist of personal
property should not militate against the donee's right, 662, 676, 682.
Revocation of Gift.
Is effected by donor's recovery from the illness that threatened him
when the gift was made, although he subsequently dies, 684.
But a change in donor's belief as to the chances of his recovery,
will not affect the gift, 684.
Tests of I 'alidity.
Must be made in apprehension of some immediate peril of death
which either exists at the time, or the donor imagines to exist and
may result in his death, 683, 684-
Must be an executed and complete transfer to the donee of posses-
sion and title, either legal or equitable, during the life of the donor,
683.
DOWER.
History of, among different nations, and development of, in
English law, 832.
At common law the right, having attached, adhered to land, sold
or devised by the husband unless the wife released her right, 833.
But in England, since 1834, the right does not exist in lands so
disposed of, although she did not join in the deed, so that dower may
be had only of these lands of which the husband died seized, 833.
New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Delaware, Tennessee,
Florida and Georgia, by statute following the English rule, 833.
In Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts, dower may not be
had in wild land, not if the husband's alience improve it before the
husband's death; contra in Pennsylvania, 833.
Creditors have precedence in the United States over the widow's
right: contra by common law of England and in Tennessee and by
North Carolina and Indiana statutes, the English rule is followed, 834.
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Common law dower never existed, or has been abolished, in
Arizona, Colorado, California, Dakota, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisana, Minnesota, Nevada, Texas, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming; and has been modified in Connecticut, Alabama, Ar-
kansas, Missouri and Ohio, 836.
Attnte-nuptial Release. See Contracts.
Irrespective of jointure by the Statute of Uses, at the common
law dower could not be barred by an ante-nuptial release, nor was a
release, if given, binding 83 8.
In equity, any reasonable provision secured by jointure or ante-
nuptial release, which an adult accepts, uninduced by fraud or im-
position, in lieu of dower, is sustainable, 838, 848, 849.
Ante-nuptial release of dower applies to after acquired realty,
unless expre ssly excepted, 839.
The agreement for release must be in writing, 85o.
To bar dower, the woman's consent must be expressly given before
marriage, when she is sui juris and thoroughly acquainted with her
rights and the nature of her action, 840, S45.
The utmost good faith must exist between the parties, and all cir-
cumstances bearing on the agreement should be disclosed, but the
neglect of a woman to avail of opportunities for gaining information,
will not prevent her from securing her dower, where the contract
was unfair, 838, 840, 841.
The inadequacy of the consideration raises the presumption of
fraud, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, 841.
Where the value of the estate was disclosed to the woman, who re-
leased her dower in consideration of one dollar, support and Chris-
tian burial, the circumstances indicated the absence of fraud, 842.
Reasonableness of the provision must be estimated rather by the
ante-nuptial circumstances of the woman, than by the value of the
mlan's estate, 850.
Where the woman is destitute, and in cases where the marriage is
the real consideration for the release; Where the man has children by
a former marriage entitled to his estate; or where both the parties
are old, and the release was made with full knowledge of its effect, it
vvill be sustained, 842, 843, 844, 847, 848.
But as the contract will be enforced according to the real inten-
tions of the parties, the courts are disposed to permit inconsistent
declarations of the husband to enlarge the widow's portion, even
where she knowingly and unconstrainedly released her dower before
marriage, 832, 850.
Where release is deliberately made, with full knowledge of its
effect, two witnesses, or the equivalent, are necessary to establish
fraud in the execution of the contract, 844.
Where good faith existed in making the agreement, the return of
the wife after estrangement, because of dissatisfaction therewith, is
not a sufficient consideration for its revocation, 844.
Nor is the abandonment of proceedings instituted for the revoca-
tion of the agreement sufficient consideration for its revocation, 844.
Divestment of by Partition.
Dower in lands held by a husband in common with others is
divested by a suit in partition to which he is a party, though the
wife is not joined, 709, 836.
Extinguishment of Dower.
In Pennsylvania, may be had, by sale upon judicial process against
the husband, before or after his death; by sale under lev. fa. sur
mortgage in which the wife did not join; by sale under testamentary
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power for payment of debts, or by authority of the Orphans Court; or
by deed with separate acknowledgment by the wife; but not by a
voluntary assignment for the payment of debts, 834.
Dower is defeated by determination of the estate or avoidance of the
husband's title, 837.
An agreement to convey before dower attaches is enforceable in
equity to the extinction of dower, 837.
By divorce a vinculo matrimonii, adulterous elopement; treason,
alienage, fine and common recovery and jointure, 837.
In Equitable Estates.
Common law required legal estate of inheritance in husband, but
the rule has been abolished both in England and the United States;
contra in Connecticut, 834, 835.
In Mortgage Lands.
Common law have dower in lands mortgaged after marriage by a
conveyance in which the wife did not join; if not otherwise barred;
contta in States permitting dower only of lands whereof the husband
died seized, 835.
DUE PROCESS OF LAW. See Constitutional Law.
EASEMENT. See Land.
EJECTMENT. See Mortgages.
ELECTIONS.
Death of Candidate.
On election day, during progress of election, will not operate to
secure the election of the other candidate, unless the latter receives
a majority of the votes cast, 58.
Electoral College.
Determination of the number of electors from each State-by the
Congress in existence at the time of the election, or by the Congress
elected on the day of the election, 700.
EMBLEMENTS. See Land-Execution.
EMINENT DOMAIN.
Change in Plan After Assessment of Damages.
Where the change inflicts new damages not embraced in the former
assessment, the owner is entitled to additional compensation, 526,
-536.
When the original assessment does not restrict the plan, no dam-
ages can be recovered for a change; but a change of grade of a pro-
.posed railway from a surface to an elevated road, is such a change as
-would not be embraced in the original assessment, 526, 529, 537.
Damages to Proberty not Taken.
Recovery permitted only by changes in State constitutions; and,
in England, by construction of the Land Clauses Consolidation Act
of 1845, 5A8, 539.
In order to permit recovery, a physical injury must result to
claimant's property, 526, 532.
What is a physical injury? 539.
Exercise of Power by U. S.
An Act of Congress providing that lands acquired for harbor im-
provements shal be vested in the U. S. "without charge to the
latter," does not authorize a taking under the power, 284.
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Mleasure of Damages.
To property not taken, determined by comparing its value before
and after the work is done, 526, 533, 537.
Subjacent Suiporl to Land.
Where land is taken for erection of a pipe line, the right of subjacent
support is included in the servitude fastened upon the land, 219.
EQUITY. See Courls-Injunction.
Cy-pires Doctrine. See Trusts.
Injunction. See laster and Servant.
Will issue to restrain acts which are merely uhlawful, but which
may lead to criminal acts, 710.
Will not issue to suppress valuable industry, such as coke burning,
although fumes impair the complainant's crops, 27, 31.
Proper remedy to prevent breach of contract not to sell within a
certain district, 285.
Laches
Where the grantor of a voluntary trust deed was advised, shortly
after its execution, that it was unimpeachable, and upon a contrary
opinion given more than twelve years after, promptly brought action,
her laches and acquiescence were thereby negatived, 709.
Ratification.
Equity will compel the burdens incident to the benefits received
through another's unauthorized act, to be borne, 143.
Statute of Limitations.
WVhere there is a legal and an equitable remedy in respect to the
same subject matter, the latter is controlled by the same statutory bar
as the former, 62.
Stay of Execution.
An offer by the defendants in a suit at law, to pay the sum that is
due, isan equitable ground for staying the suit, or, if the offer is made
after judgment in plaintiffs favor, for staying execution, 58.
Where a motion to annul satisfaction of a judgment has been sus-
tained, execution will be enjoined, where the judgment vacating the
entry was obtained by artifice, 630.
ESTOPPEL. See Roads and Streets.
EVIDENCE. See Extradition-Interstate Commerce- Wills.
Conduct.
Instructions to the jury that they may consider defendant's de-
meanor and conduct during a murder trial, in determining his credi-
bility as a witness in his own behalf; are erroneous, 286.
Confessions.
A confession made to the sheriff, whom accused sent for, and who
said, "If you are going to tell the truth I want to hear it; and if not
I don't want to hear it," is voluntary and admissible, 627.
Made to a private detective, who made the arrest,, and who prom-
ised that he would "make it easier" for the defendant if he would
confess, is voluntary and admissible, 774.
Admissibility of confessions as evidence, generally, 776.
Expert Testimony.
Neither the conductor nor the engineer of the train which injured
the plaintiff, are competent experts as to whether the train was run-
ning at a dangerous speed when the accident occurred, 627.
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Physician not an expert as to matters of common knowledge or
observation, 429.
Judicial Notice.
Courts take judicial notice of the population of cities and towns
according to the authorized census reports; and of the local divisions
of a county or state, 858.
Oinion.
Statements of the engineer to an injured brakeman, two minutes
after the accident occurred, that it would not have happened, if the
engine had been repaired the night before, not admissible, 565.
Physical Examination.
The Court by its power of discovery conferred by statute cannot
compel, at the instance of the defendant, the plaintiff in an action
for personal injuries, to submit to a physical examination in advance
of the trial, 142.
Privileged Communications.
Production, by wife's administrator, of letters between husband
and wife, where both are dead, not prohibited by a law merely affect-
ing the competency of a husband or wife a a witness against the
other, 502.
A criminatory letter given unsealed by the accused to his daughter
for his wife, is privileged in the hands of either, but not in the hands
of another daughter, who secured it before delivery, 286.
Doctrine does not apply to a solicitor of patents who is not an
attorney-at-law, 286.
Res Gesta.
In a trial for murder, statement, made an hour afterward, by the
deceased to a physician, that defendant had done it with a knife, in-
admissible, 502..
Statements made by an injured brakeman immediately after the
accident, as to matters other than those which occurred prior to the
accident, are admissible, 565.
In a trial for murder, evidence that immediately after the killing,
the accused started off, and a bystander said, "Call the police,"
whereupon he snapped his'rifle at.her, was properly admitted, 219.
Unfriendly Witness.
Where it appears merely that a witness is not friendly, and not that
he was actuated by ill will, the testimony may be disregarded only
where it is knowingly and wilfully untrue as to a material fact,
502.
EXECUTION. SeeJudicial Sale.
Levy on Growing Crops.
May bemade at any time after planting or sowing, 6o6.
It is sufficient, for the officer to enter and announce that he levies
upon the crops, 607.
In States where growing crop~s may be seized, the lien of execution
binds them from the delivery of the writ to the sheriff, 607.
Where the right of levy is' limitled by statute, the right of lien does
not attach until the levy is allowable, 607.
After the levy made, the property is in custodia legis and is not
liable for distress for rent, 607.
Levy uponfrudus naturales is absolutely void, 607.
Execution creditor may wait until the crop is absolutely ripe, before
selling it, and the death of the defendant before that time will tiot
affect the validity of the levy and sale, 6o8.
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The proper practice is to wait until the crop is ripe, but the plain-
tiff may elect otherwise, 6o8;
For the sale to be valid, the officer need not go inside the field, but
must be within a distance convenient for the bidders to viewthe crop;
and a sale at the distance of two miles is void, 6o8.
Crops raised by a tenant by curtesy on lands of the wife are liable
only for his debts; but those on land held by husband and wife by
entireties are held by them in the same manner as the land, 6o8.
The lessee of land is the sole owner of crops raised thereon, as
against the lessor; but where land is let on shares, the ownership
of the crops is a pure question of intention, to be determined by the
terms of the letting, 609.
In some States, certain crops have been exempted, and in others
the common law right of levy has been limited by statute, but the best
course is that of Kentucky, where the levy is permitted, but sale for-
bidden until the crop is ripe, 6io.
EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. See Conflict of Laws.
Ancillary Administration.
Indorsee of foreign executor may recover without additional ad-
ministration if there are no domestic creditors and the State of
decedent's domicil does not prohibit such transfer, 222, 882, 884, 885,
886, 891.
Emtployment of Agent.
Executors having testamentary authority to sell real estate may
employ an agent, and the estate is liable for his commissions, 761.
Title.
Derived from a grant of administration does not extend beyond the
territory of the government that grants it, 881.
EXTRADITION.
Between States.
The rule in foreign extradition cases,.that the accused can be tried
only for the crime specified in the warrant, applies in like cases
between the States, 59.
Privilege of Accused.
Accused may assert before the trial his privilege of objecting
thereto on the ground that he is indicted for a crime other than that
for which he was extradited, although he did not so plead in abate-
ment of the indictment, and plead not guilty, 59.
Warrant as Evidence.
Issuance is prina-facie evidence only that the person demanded is
a fugitive from justice, 429.
FRAUD. See Agency, Deceit, Real Estate Brokers.
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
Conveyance of Patent.
Insolvent patentee cannot sell patent to a company and have stock
issued in his wife's name when she paid nothing therefor, 61.
Conveyance by Insolvent.
Conveyance of land to a son by a father who believes himself to be
solvent, but is really insolvent, will not be set aside as a fraud on
creditors, 8.
Conveyance to Accommodation Endorser.
Conveyance of land the day before his assignment, by the maker
to the accommodation endorser of a note in consideration of the
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latter's agreement to pay the note and a mortgage, will not'be set
aside when the obligations assumed represented the value of the
land, 5o2.
Notice of Fraud.
When an agent for the purchase of realty has notice, before paying
purchase money, of the fraudulent character of the conveyance to
his principal, it will be set aside on application of the grantor's
creditors, though the grantee had no personal knowledge of the
fraud, 58.
FIRE INSURANCE.
Arbitration.
Provision as to arbitration, in a policy transferred to and accepted
by a mortgagee, binds the latter, but result of an arbitration between
insurer and insured does not, 286.
Compliance with a provision for the selection of appraisers and an
award in case of dispute as to amount of loss is a condition precedent
to the maintenance of an action by the assured; and a failure to
allege such compliance in the complaint is fatal to the plaintifps
case, 629.
The non-compliance of the assured with the provision in the policy
that losses shall be submitted to arbitration before suit brought, is no
defence where the company denied all liability when the adjustment
was sought, 8o6.
Conditions of Policy.
Use of open lights in repairing a mill does not vitiate a policy for-
bidding them where repairs are permitted which cannot be made
without their use, 220.
Construction of Policy.
Written slip attached to a policy privileging the use.of the premises
for "hazardous or extra-hazardous purposes" negatives a printed
clause prohibiting the use of benzine or other explosives, 627.
Limitation oJ Right of Action.
Where the right of action is limited to one year from the date of
the fire, and the company is permitted sixty days after proof, etc., to
pay the loss, the limitation does not begin to run until the expiration
of the sixty days, 807.
State Regulation of.
Statute making it a misdemeanor for any person, agent or corpora-
tion to pay or receive any premium without a license under State law,
applies only to the insurer, not the insured, 215.
State Statutes.
Pennsylvania, 1873, 1887, 215.
.Transfer of Policy.
Policy not rendered void by transfer of interest of one partner to
another partner without company's consent, 503.
FIREWORKS. See Negligence.
FISHERIES. See Police Power.
FORCIBLE ENTRY.
Detainei- by Servants.
Owner of property is entitled to enter forcibly, when he is forcibly
detained by his servants, notwithstanding the statutes forbidding
forcible entry as a breach of peace, 5f8.
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But where a prompt and efficient remedy for such forcible detainer
is afforded by the law, the legality of a forcible entry is questionable,
556, 691.
HABEAS CORPUS
Is the appropriate remedy to obtain discharge from imprisonment
under an order or process which is ultra vires of the court, 59.
HUSBAND AND WIFE. See Divorce, Married Women, Slander.
Action for Death of Husband.
Where a Colorado statute gave the right to sue to the heir or heirs
of the deceased upon the failure of the husband or wife to sue within
one year after the death; and a wife suffered a non-suit in an action
brought within the year, she was not barred from bringing another
action two weeks after the non-suit, though nineteen months aftex
the husband's death, 624.
Action for Wife's Services.
Husband's common law right to recover not abrogated by New
York statutes, 5o3.
Husband's Agencyfor Wife.
Where the husband is the general agent for the wife. to sell her
property, an agent employed by him for that purpose is duly author-
ized, 760.
Vicious Dog of Husband.
Where by statute a wife is given same property rights as a feme
sole, she is liable for injuries caused by a vicious dog kept on her
property by her husband with her consent and allowed to escape, 9o4.
Wife's Agency for Husband.
Ordinary authority ol wife for her husband is not-sufficient to give
authority-to an agent to sell husband's lands; 76o.
*Wife's Right of Action.
In Indiana, wife can sue alone for enticement of husband, 220.
Statutes.
Affecting wife's right of action hae'ebleen passed in Indiana. 220.
INJUNCTION.
To Restrain Crimes.
'Will issue to restrain members of a labor union from threatening
or molesting employees of a mining-company or inteing its-works,
782.
Will issue to restrain criminal acts which injure property; 796.
To Restrain Libel. 
."
Generally, equity will not restrain a libel, 784, 787.
Exceptions to the rule: (a) Publication of matter tending to pre-
judice the public mind against suitors in the court. (b) Publication
of letters containing a- libel, not belonging to him-who published
them., (r) Where one does anything-that would lead buyers to sup-
pose that his goods are the goods of another. (d) Where one uses
another's name so as to render that other liable to lose his property.
(e) Where one threatens another man'& employees or customers, 782,
787, 788, 789, 790.
Although the general rule is that equity will not restrain a libel,
yet it should be waived where an act injures property, although it is
also a libel, 791, 796. -
Public Records. See Mandamus.
Injunction is the proper remedy to prevent the custodian of records
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from interfering with a corporation in the exercise of its right of
access to them, which is clearly established, 769.
And is the remedy properly applicable to cases where the right of
examination claimed is not for a single instance, but for a continuous
period of time, 771, 773, 774.
INSOLVENCY. See Banks, Bills and Notes.
Equitable Set-off.
A bank holding the notes of an insolvent depositor may set-off
their amount against his deposit, although they have not matured at
the time of his assignment for the benefit of creditors, as insolvency
alone is sufficient ground for the application of the doctrine of equit-
able set-off, 469.
The doctrine of equitable set-off is applied:
(r) Where at the time of insolvency both the debt due to the in-
solvent, and that due from him have matured, 484.
(a) But a depositor in an insolvent savings bank may not set-off
the amount of his deposit against his indebtedness to the bank, 485.
(2) Where the debt from the insolvent is due at the time of in-
solvency, but the debt to him matures subsequently, 485.
(a) But a deposit in an insolvent national bank may not be set-off
against a debt due to bank which matures after its insolvency: Arm-
strong v. Scott, 36 Fed. Rep., 63, 485.
Contra, Yardley v,. Clothier, 49 Fed. Rep., 337, approved, 486.
(3) The right to set-off the debt of an insolvent which matures sub-
sequent to insolvency, against a debt due him at that time, on the
ground that insolvency atone is a basis sufficient for the application
of the doctrine, is involved in doubt; but the affirmative seems pre-
ferable, 488.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE. See Aclions-Consitutional Law.
Bridges.
• In absence of Federal Legislation a State may erect within its
limits a bridge over a navigable stream which extends beyond the
boundaries of the State, 501.
Where a State entered into a contract with the owners-of a bridge
over a navigable stream which was the boundary of two States, by
which it was permitted to tax the bridge as realty, such a tax was not
a regulation of commerce, 57, 58.
Discrimination in Rates.
"Party rate" tickets issued by a railroad for transportation of ten
or more persons between points in different States at a lower rate
than individual trip tickets, not a violation of the Act, February 4,
r887, prohibiting unjust discrimination, 566.
A proceeding to restrain a railroad company from discriminating
in rates of freight is not defective, because it does not join as a defen-
dant a connecting carrier participating with defendant in the carriage
between certain points, 712.
Competition no justification for discrimination, 712.
Constitutionality of condemnation of rates as unreasonable, which
the charters of carriers permit them to charge, 163.
Would the exercise of an absolute power to fix rates involve a de-
privation of property "without due process of law? 165.
The section of the Act, prohibiting, does not compel any railroad
to receive freight from a connecting line and transport the same in
the cars in which it is tendered, and to pay the usual mileage on such
cars, 8o8.. Nor is a railroad receiving freight from a connecting line compelled
to advance or assume the payment of charges due thereon from the
point of origin to the connecting line, 8o8.
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Drummer's Tax.
Tax of two and one-half per cent. on gross commissions of brokers
who, having obtained a license to do a general merchandise business,
negotiate sales for non-resident firms exclusively, not a regulation of
commerce, 425.
Result of the decision, 496.
Insurance.
An agency of a foreign corporation to deliver policies is not com-
merce in the sense that the business cannot be taxed by State, 214.
Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Anthracite trade situation, 154.
Findings of fact as evidence in the Circuit Courts, 137, 156.
Constitutionality of Act, February 4, 188 7 , 161.
License Tax.
State Statute imposing on a certain trade a license tax on total
purchases in and out of the State, not a regulation of interstate com-
merce, 285.
Upon grocers and druggists on gross purchases made by them of
certain articles, whether within or without the State, constitutional,
406.
A fixed license tax upon all sewing machine companies doing busi-
ness within the State, is constitutional as applied to companies
whose plants were in other State, 805.
Liquors.
It is not a regulation or interference with interstate commerce for
a State under its liquor laws to arrest and prosecute a citizen of a
foreign State for sending to its citizens orginal packages of liquor
marked "C. 0. D.;" the contract of sale not being executed until the
arrival of the goods at their destination, 612, 614, 6rg.
Logging.
Maryland Statute, prohibiting claimhnts of logs blown upon the
shores of Chesapeake Bay from removing them without payment of
a fee for each log to the owner of the shore, pot a regulation of inter-
state commerce, although the logs may have come trom beyond the
State, 626.
Nqtural Gas.
Indiana Statute, forbidding transportation of gas at a greater pres-
sure than 300 pounds, not a regulation of commerce, although an
Indiana company had commenced to build a plant suitable for pres-
sure of 420 pounds, necessary to force gas to points in Illinois, 425.
Oleomargarine.
State prohibition of manufacture and sale, apply to sales within
the State of foreign manufactured oleomargarine, is not a regulation
of commerce, 426.
Original Package.
Sale of two pound package from ten pound tub of oleomargarine,
not protected as a sale in original package, 426.
Where bottles of liquor were delivered for transportation to a car-
rier who, without the consignor's knowledge, placed them in boxes in
which they were received, the bottles and not the boxes were original
packages, 710.
Oysters.
Act of State legislature prohibiting shipment from the State of
oysters in shell taken from State waters, not unconstitutional, 424.
Penaltyfor Delayed Shipment.
Imposition of penalty without the shipper's consent, for neglect to
forward freight for more than five days after delivery for shipment,'
not unconstitutional, 426.
Railroads.
State may tax railroad property as property, though used in inter-
state business, provided it is within the State, 206, 207.
Tax on a railroad for its franchise, based on gross profits, and the
proportion of its lines within the State to its whole number of lines,
not unconstitutional, 217.
Tax on capital stock, based on the number of cars within the
State, is constitutional. although the cars are engaged in interstate
commerce, 207.
Tax on gross receipts derived from transportation between two
points in a State is valid, although the route was byway of points in
another State, the transportation being continuous, 500.
IMMIGRATION LAWS. See Constitutional Law.
Construction of.
The Treasury Department having final decision on the right of
aliens to land, the Circuit Court, on a writ of habeas corpus, can de-
termine only whether a final decision has been rendered, 224.
INSURANCE. See Fire Insurance-Life Insurance-Marine Insur-
ance.
INTERNATIONAL LAW. See Conflict of Laws-Law of the Flag.
Jurisdiction of nations over straits, sounds and bays, 59o .
Rights of England and the United States in Behring Sea, 590, 713.
809.
JUDICIAL SALE.
Invalidated by Officers Unauthorized Act.
In a suit brought under a statute rendering a county officer liable
to the purchaser for sale of land for taxes which have been paid, it is
a good defense that the officer acted beyond his authority in receiving
in payment other than cash from the purchaser, 223.
Powers of Auditor in Distribution.
In distributing funds received from judicial sale, an auditor.must
accept the extent of lien of a judgment, as certified to him by the
custodian of the record, 5o4.
Title.
Purchaser of trunk afterward found to contain certain choses in
action belonging to judgment debtor, did not take title, as common
law rule prevails, except where changed by statute; that choses in
action generally cannot be taken in execution, 59.
Reversal of decree for errors or irregularities will not affect title of
purchaser in good faith, where the Court had jurisdiction to pass the
decree, 628.
JUDGMENT. See Admiralty, Attorney and Client.
JURISDICTION. See Courts-United States Courts.
JURY.
Compielency of./uror.
Membership in temperance society no disqualification in trials for
violation of liquor laws, 61.
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE. See Attachment.
LABELS. See Trademarks.
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LAND. See Real Estate Broker.
Adjoining Owners.
One who engages in an industry on his own land and thereby in-
jures adjoining land of another, is liable if the industry has no con-
nection with the soil or subjacent strata, 27.
Coal Lands. See _4ines and Hining.
Casement. See Damages-Landlord and Tenant-Railroads.
Emblements. See Execution.
Are fruits of the earth produced by annual cultivation (fruclus in-
dustriales). They are personal property, and as such may be con-
veyed by parol and levied upon and sold under execution, 602.
While the intention of the common law was to include among
fructus industriales only such products as were not annexed to the
soil, but which required annual renewal, yet the modern tendency
is to regard the fruits of trees which require high cultivation as
fruclus industriales, 6o6.
Fixtures.
There must not only be physical annexation, but a unity of title,
so that a conveyance of the realty would of necessity also convey
the fixture, 502.
Fructus Naturales.
Are spontaneous products of the earth requiring little or no cul-
tivation. They partake of the realty, but become personalty upon
severance therefrom, 6o6.
Lateral Suppfiort.
Owner of ground is liable to an adjacent owner for an injury to
his right of lateral support, caused by a contractor who makes an
excavation thereon, 359.
Natural Use of.
Is one having a necessary connection with the soil or subjacent
strata, 27, 40.
Manufacture of coke not a natural use, 27.
Mining as a natural use of land, 44.
Partition. See Dower.
Where the premises are occupied according to a parol partition,
such partition is a good defense to an action brought to recover the
possession in violation of the partition, 631.
Ejectment will not lie to recover possession of an allotment by
parol partition, as the plaintiff must rely upon a legal title and not
upon an equity, 631.
Remainder. See Liquor Laws.
Subjacent Suiport. See Eminent Domain.
Vendor's Lien.
Where vendors of real estate endorse a promissory note to secure
the balance of purchase money, they thereby waive their lien upon
the land, 64.
LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Implied Covenant.
That the house is fit for immediate habitation is in a lease o.f a com-
pletely furnished house at a summer resort, 566.
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Liability of Landlord to Third Persons.
Not liable for injuries caused by defective steps, to a person who
had been in the house without an invitation, express or implied, from
the tenant, 628.
Right of Action.
Owner of land can maintain action for damages for impairment of
his easements by a railroad company, while his lot is in the posses-
sion of his lessee, 144.
LAW OF THE FLAG.
Ship-owner sending his vessel into a foreign port gives notice by
his flag that he intends the law of that flag to regulate contracts
entered into with the ship master, 193.
The intentions of the parties are the test to determine if the law
is to apply. In the absence of affirmative evidence of suchintention,
the presumption favors the lex loci contractus, 194.
In English cases of affreightment, the presumption in the absence
of evidence of intention favors the law of the flag. This presump-
tion is not conclusive, 194, 195.
Effect of the Law upon Authority of Master.
Master has no greater authority to bind the ship-owner by way of
hypothecation or affreightment than is conferred by the law of the
flag, 195, 196.
In the United States the decisions have not been uniform; none in
exact accord with the English cases, 197.
Master is authorized to deal with the cargo in accordance with the
law of the flag, unless his authority has been expressly limited at
the time of the agreement, 198.
Effect of the Law upon Contracts of Affreightment.
In the absence of contrary evidence, the English rule presumes
the intention to have been in favor of the law, 199.
In the United States the lex lo-i contraclus prevails, 199.
LEGISLATURE.
Apportionment Acts.
Acts of a legislature in apportioning its members will be declared
unconstitutional where the inequalities between population and rep-
resentation manifest an abuse of the limited discretion reposed in the
legislature by the Constitution, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859.
But the non-apportionment of extra members to counties having
the largest surplus over the representation, and awarding them
to counties having a less surplus does not evince an abuse of leg-
islative discretion, 851.
Wherethe Constitution requires an apportionment to be made "as
nearly as may be," the abuse of the discretion thus vested must be
gross to warrant judicial interference, 851.
In reviewing such an act, the courts will consider all conditions
which make an equable apportionmentdifficult, and the results which
may follow a decision against the Act, 851.
Validity of an apportionment act may be called in question by quo
warranto, imandanus or injunction, 861.
But in order to secure a decree, the controversy must be made
against some officer whose duties are ministerial, and is therefore
amenable to the power of the Court to compel execution of its
judgment, 861.
Gift of Public Money.
Prohibition of, in State constitution, is violated by an appropria-
tion for a claim for which the State is not liable, 286.
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Limitations of State Power. See Constitutional Law.
Power.
To declare acts done within the State unlawful or criminal is,
beyond constitutional limitations, unquestioned, 213.
LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL POWER, DISTINCTION BETWEEN,
433.
Separation of governmental functions in England, 4?3.
Differentiation of governmental powers in the United States, 435.
Judiciary's Power to Review Acts of -4ppiortionment. See Legisla-
ture.
Although the acts of a legislature in apportioning its members
are distinctly political, not legislative, they are reviewable by the
courts, 854, 855.
Legislature Cannot Encroach Uon Judiciary.
Granting appeals in special cases, 439.
Interference with the course of pending cases, beforejudgment, 439.
Curing jurisdictional defects in judicial proceedings by subsequent
legislation, 440.
Vesting judicial power in a member of the bar to try.a case in
which a judge is interested, 450.
Admitting attorneys to practice, 45r.
Legislatures' Right to Impose Extra-judicial Duties upon Judiciary,
453-
As supervisors of election, 453.
Police judge as ex-officio l5olice commissioner, 454.
.As advisers to other departments of government, 456.
Powers Legislative rather than Judicial.
Organization of municipal corporations and regulations of their
boundaries, 440-445.
Creation of business corporations, 448.
LIBEL. See Slander and Libel.
LIEN.
For Board of Horse.
Keeper of livery stable acquires no lien, where the horse was left
by a bailee without authority from the owner, 566.
LIFE INSURANCE.
Beneficiaries.
Where a policy was payable to the wife of the insured, if living,
and if not, then to her children; and the wife and a daughter died
during insured's lifetime, the representatives of the daughter took
nothing, as her interest was contingent upon survival, 567.
A policy payable to children of insured is not collectable by the
administrator, where insured died before birth of children, 61.
Cancellation of Policies.
Outstanding policies issued before the passage of an Act requiring
compliance therewith, or the charters of the companies to be for-
feited, are not thereby cancelled. 6i.
Conditions of Policy.
Provision that policy shall be void if premium is not paid when
due, not affected by custom of the company to accept payment
within thirty days, 221.
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Premiums.
If company accepts payments of over-due premiums, thereby lead-
ing the insured to expect the condition will not be enforced, the
policy cannot be forfeited for a delay in payment, 429.
Presumption as to Cause of Death.
Where the cause of death was insanity, and the insured was found
dead, the circumstances of death being unknown, the presumption
is that the death was natural or accidental, 8o7.
LIMITATIONS, STATUTE OF. See Equity.
LIQUOR LAWS. See Interstate Commerce-fTury.
Constitutionality.,
Act making it illegal to make, sell, give, etc., intoxicating liquors
within a radius of three miles of a home, not made unconstitutional
by vesting in the superintendent of the home authority to grant or.
withhold the privilege of making, etc., the prohibited articles, SO.
Damages from Illegal Sale.
Where the lessor of premises against which the action for dam-
ages is maintained has but a life estate, the estate in remainder is
not liable, 9o3.
Evidence of Illegal Sale.
Where witness for the State cannot fix the date of any sale to
which he has testified, the Court will not compel counsel for the
State to elect upon which sale he would demand a conviction, 367
Social Club.
Formed to evade the liquor laws, will not be tolerated by the
courts, 862.
Is subject to the provisions of a city ordinance requiring licenses
to be obtained by retail liquor stores, 62.
License Law of South Carolina not applicable to bona fide club,
221.
Must a social club take out a license? 861, 866, 892.
Decisions upon the right of bona fide clubs to sell liquor without a
license to members are conflicting, but those upfholding the right, do
so, (a) by regarding such furnishing of liquor to members not tech-
nically a "sale" within the meaning of the License Acts, but a dis-
tribution of property among co-owners. (b) Bya liberal interpreta-
tion of the law, applying it only to persons who engage in the liquor
traffic for personal profit, 863, 864, 865.
Decisions denying to bona fide clubs the right to sell liquors with-
out a license to its members, do so, by considering such distribution
a "sale" of liquors, and the wrongdoer liable to the penalties of the
license and prohibition laws, 866.
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.
Advice of Counsel.
Taking and acting upon advice of counsel rebuts the inference of
malice arising from want of probable cause, 807.
Probable Cause.
What constitutes, not a question for jury, 287.
Where goods were delivered by a carrier to the vendee before pay-
ment therefor, which, it appeared, was contrary to the contract, and
the vendee used and refused to pay for them, probable cause was
shown for the arrest of the vendee for fraudulently contracting a
debt, 368.
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MANDAMUS. See Legislature.
Public Records.
The weight of practice favors procedure by mandamus as the pro-
per remedy for interference with the right of examination of public
records, 770.
But the remedy is properly applicable only to cases where a single
exercise only of the right is claimed, 771, 774.
MARINE INSURANCE.
Lien.
Under general maritime law no lien exists upon a vessel for unpaid
premiums, 365.
MARRIED WOMEN.
Liability on Bond. See Conflict of Laws.
Separate Estate.
Cannot be charged with husband's debt, simply because the wife
encloses money and asks further credit from the creditor, 503.
Under a trust deed providing for a transfer by the trustee to the
wife, if requested, after the husband's death, she "being discovert,"
the wife's right to a reconveyance is not defeated by a second mar-
nage, 430.
Trusts.
A trust created to secure property from a husband will not be dis-
solved, even after divorce, where ehildren who are beneficially inter-
ested have not consented to its termination, 64.
MASTER AND SERVANT. See Forcible Entry-Aegligence.
The relation is purely one of State control and regulation, 5oo.
Dangerous Business.
Master is liable, if knowing the danger, he commands his servant
to return to work, 220.
Danger incurred by employee in using steps when leaving work,
not a risk of employment, 221.
Eight Hour Law.
Where by a statute work overtime by agreement is permitted for
an extra compensation; yet there must be an agreement to permit
recovery of wages for work over the legal eight hours, 8o5 .
Fellow Servant.
Gangwayman employed by stevedore to unload a vessel not a fel-
low servant of winchman employed by ship owners, 431.
Inspector of freight cars not a fellow servant with a brakeman,
627.
Intimidation of Eminployees.
Equity will restrain by injunction the members of a labor union
from interfering with complainant's business by intimidation of em-
ployees, 710.
Labor Union. See Injunction.
Liabiliyfor Servants' Act.
An employer is not responsible for the actions of an employee who
carries on an independent business and who is not subject to his
control, 62.
Tort of Servant.
Liable for tort of conductor in having a passenger imprisoned, mis-
taking him for another, 217.
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MECHANICS' LIENS.
Rights of Sub-Contradors.
Where the contractor has stipulated that no lien shall be filed, the
sub-contractor has no right of lien, 386, 43o.
As affected by the contract between the owner and the original
contractor, discussed, 390-403.
Constitutionality of Pennsylvania, Act June 8, 1891, providing that
no contract made with the owner shall defeat right of sub-contractor
to file lien, 386, 400.
Sub-contractor's right of lien is not affected by the default of the
original contractor to keep his agreement with the owner to deliver
the building free of all liens, entered into after the sub-contractor
began work, and of which he had no notice, 710.
MERCANTILE AGENCY. See Agency.
MINES AND MINING.
Right of Mine Lessee to Tunnel.
Lessee of "all the merchantable coal under a certain tract," has
the right to tunnel into adjoining mine owned by him. Grant of all
coal in a mine is a grant of the space occupied by the coal, 6o, 61.
Water in 17ines.
One who works his mine in a usual and proper manner is not liable
for damages caused by water flowing into an adjoining mine by the
natural force of gravitation, 41, 42.
MORTGAGES. See Actions.
Chattel llortgages.
Where unrecorded and in the absence of fraud on the part of the
mortgagee, take priority over a subsequent recorded mortgage given
to secure a prior indebtedness, though there has been no change of
possession, 57-
A subsequent agreement to substitute one article for another in the
mortgage, and to such effect altering the wording, does not affect the
date, 57.
Foreclosure sale of a chattel under a second mortgage does not
withdraw it from the operation of the first mortgage lien, which re-
mains unaffected until discharged by satisfaction, 499.
Decree of Sale.
A court of equity may decree a sale so as to satisfy that part of the
debt which is due and as to that part not matured, preserve the lien
on the property in the hands of the purchaser, 143.
Foreclosure.
When recovery on a note is barred by the Statute of Limitations,
foreclosure of a mortgage given to secure payment of the note is also
barred, 62.
By Married Women. See Conflict of Laws.
Mortgagee.
In possession, not accountable for profits which a shrewder man
might have made, 430.
In Nebraska, cannot maintain ejectment, 805.
Assignee of mortgagee stands in his assignor's shoes and is entitled
to a decree of a foreclosure and sale for the amount due, 8o5.
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Pennsylvania De/easance Act of s88r.
Since the Act, providing that defeasance must be contemporaneous
with the deed, in writing, signed, sealed, acknowledged and recorded
within sixty days from execution, a written defeasance. signed and
contemporaneous with a deed absolute on its face, will not be ad-
mitted to convert such deed into a mortgage, 378.
Case considered :- Sankey v. Hawley, 381.
Power to M"ortgage.
Implied in power to sell generally, 18.
But not where testator intends an "out-and-out" sale, z8.
Presumption as to teststor's intent, where there is a power to sell,
coupled with a trust to pay debts, 19-26.
Railroad Mortgage.
Mortgage of all the property of a railroad, appurtenant to or neces-
sary for its operation, does not cover land granted by Congress to aid
its construction, 288.
Recording.
A defeasance executed contemporaneously with a deed in fee,
signed but not acknowledged and recorded in accordance with the
provisions of a State statute, cannot be admitted to convert such deed
into a mortgage, 378.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. See Legislative and Judicial Power.
Are creatures of government and can have no contracts with a
State legislature, i41.
Assessments.
Assessments upon abutting properties to meet expense of local
improvements a valid exercise of taxing power, 366.
A city ordinance providing that personal judgmet can be rendered
against property owners for non-payment of assessments for im-
provements, violates the prohibition against taking property without
compensation, 366.
Bonds.
In an action by an innocent purchaser for value, a municipality is
estopped from denying allegations on the face of its bonds that they
were issued according to law, 216..
Liability for Contractor's Negligence.
Municipal corporation is liable where it agrees to pay all damages
caused by construction; it cannot delegate its duty to a contractor so
as to relieve itself from responsibility for his negligence, 360, 361.
Liability of Selectmen.
Selectmen of a town are personally liable for negligence to one
employed directly by them to construct a sewer, nor does the fact
that the town might also be liable, relieve them, 9o4.
Power to Tax.
Charter'power to tax "all real and personal property" in the
town, does not confer power to exempt from taxation, 504.
Street imbrovements.
A law assessing the cost of sewers in a district against each lot
within the district in the proportion which the area thereof bears to
the whole sewer district, exclusive of public highways, is constitu-
tional, 58.
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Street R'ailways.
The sale of a franchise to run street cars does not, in the absence
of an express stipulation, prevent the city from subsequently exacting
a license to run cars, 366.
Taxation of.
While the right to tax is not beyond the control of a legislature,
yet it may be that a municipality cannot be deprived of its property
without due process of law, 141.
Travellers on Streets.
A boy who walked into an electric wire and was injured, is not pre-
vented from being a traveller within the meaning of a Massachusetts
Statute, by the fact that just before the accident he had been playing
" tag," 504.
Ultra Vires.
Municipal corporation is not liable for damages resulting from acts
ullra vires, as excavating beyond city limits, 807.
NEGLIGENCE. See Attorney-al-Law-Telegraflh Comfpanies.
Contributory Negligence. See J~ilul NVeglig-ence-Admiralty.
Attempting to get on moving street car, not per se, 221.
Not chargeable to an employee who has apprised higmaster of the
danger of the work, is commanded to return thereto, and in conse-
quence thereof is injured, 220.
Not chargeable to recipient of telegram who travels to the address
given without inquiring of the company's agents, although he ex-
pected the message from another place, 223. .
Of the driver of a private carriage over whom a passenger therein
has no authority, does not affect the latter's right to recover against
a third person whose negligence caused the injury, 711.
Counties not Liable.
For the negligence of their officers or agents, 564.
Nor for personal injuries caused by defective bridge, unless such
liability is created by statute, 564.
Evidence.
In an action against a railroad company for killing an employee,
defendant's evidence that deceased knew of their custom to run
switch engines at an unlawful speed, is admissible as showing the
risk which he voluntarily assumed, 428.
Indeiendent Contractor. See Land-funicifial Corporations.
Definition, 354.
Negligence of an independent contractor cannot be imputed to his
Ihirer, unless the act to be done is in itself unlawful, is ier se a
auisance, or cannot be done without damage to third persons, 319,
.322, 352, 357, 358-
One who is employed by a railroad company to build a bridge, the
=aterial for which is furnished by the company, who have the right to
criticize the work, but not control it, is an independent contractor,
-who is alone liable for the negligent acts of his servants, 319.
Where a railroa company contracted with a construction com-
pany to build a road, and by the negligence of the latter company
the plaintiff was injured, recovery could be had only against the con-
struction company, 62.
Employer will be liable if, by interference or by reservation of the
powers of the contract, he nullifies the contractor's independence;
but not, if the power of supervision reserved is confined to seeing to
the production of the intended result, 355, 356, 357.
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Employer is bound to see that machinery, which he supplies to the
contractor, is safe and sufficient to perform the work, 36o.
Whenever there is a duty to the public or to individuals, resting
upon the employer in regard to the subject-matter of the contract, he
will be liable for the contractor's negligence, 360.
Cases considered: Hole v. Railway Company, 331.
Butler v. Hunter, 333.
Scammon v. City of Chicago, 336.
City of Chicago v. Robbins, 338.
Ordinarj Care.
Rule as to, 407.
Presumplion of.
Theri can be no presumption that a railroad company is not guilty
of negligence, because the company were not required to erect gates
at the crossing where the accident occurred, 431.
Negligence may be inferred, where a railroad company runs its
trains within city limits at an illegal speed, 431.
Question for Jury.
"Ordinary care," as a, 408.
Negligence of employee in using icy steps when leaving work, 221.
Negligence it attempting to get on moving street car, 22f.
Where a locomotive, travelling at an unlawful speed, struck a
trespasser on the tracks at a place where they were open and on a
public way, and where the engineer could have seen him a long
distance away, but gave no signal in time, it was a question for the
jury whether the negligence of the engineer was so wilful as to over-
come the contributory negligence of the deceased, 255.
Where a train killed a child, 4 years old, on the track, the
negligence of defendant in not keeping a reasonable look-out was a
question for the jury, 368.
It is a, when otate of facts is such that reasonable men may fairly
differ as to whether there was nt-gligence or not, 431.
Sale of Dtf dive jfachine'ry.
Vendor not liable for injuries sustained by servant of vendee, unless
it is shown that he knew- of the defects, 566.
Utauthorized Disfilay of Fireworks.
A voluntary spectator cannot recover for injuries sustained where
the explosion occurred without negligence, although without legal
authority, 629.
Wilful "egligencc.
Where'defendant's conduct is reckless, the contributory negligence
of the plaintiff is no defence in an action for damages, 266, 267.
PARhNT AND CHILD.
Emancipation.
Minor son is emancipated by a marriage even without his father's
consent, and is, entitled to his earnings so far as they are necessary
to support himself and family, 628.
PARTNERSHIP.
Agreement to Share Profits.
A loan of money to a firm under an agreement to receive, in addi-
tion to interest, a share of the profits, does not constitute the lender
a partner, 567.
0-iterion of Partnership.
Contribution of property or money to carry on a joint business for
a common benefit and an ownership and sfharing of the profits in
certain proportions, 567.
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Where three or more execute articles of incorporation under
general State laws, but do not complete the organization, they are
not liable as partners because one independently engages in business
under the corporate name and without fulfilling the legal require-
ments for the management of corporations, 431.
Joint-Ownership of Land.
Joint-owners who have bought on speculation not partners, 287.
Tax on Stock.
Stock of unincorporated foreign company whose shares are traus-
,ferable and commercially regarded as stock, is taxable under a
statute including all stocks except U. S. stocks, 63.
PATENTS. See Injunction.
Infringement.
In violation of injunction, will not be restrained by attachment,
where a new question concerning the patent has arisen since granting
of the injunction, 222.
PLEADING.
Curing Defects.
Defective complaint cannot be cured by reliance upon defendant's
answer which alleges the facts the complaint should have stated, 629.
Depiarture.
There can be no departure, in subsequent pleadings, where no case
is made out in the complaint, 629.
POLICE POWERS.
Fisheries.
State statute prohibiting non-residents to plant or gather oysters in
State waters, not an unconstitutional discrimination, but a valid
exercise of the police power, 284.
Public Health.
City ordinance giving to A the exclusive right of removing dead
animals, a valid exercise, 222.
PRACTICE. See Courts-Removal of Causes.
PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.
Change in Obligation of Bond.
Surety on cashier's bond cannot escape liability where the new
duties assumed did not modify or interfere with his duties as cashier,
624.
PUBLIC RECORDS. See Mandamus-Eguity-njuncion-Coriora-
tion.
RAILROAD COMPANIES. See Carriers of Freight-Constitutional
Law-Interstate Commerce-Mortgages.
Contributory Negligence.
Although the train was going at an unlawful speed the plaintiff
cannot recover if he could have avoided danger by stopping and
looking, 563.
Slightest voluntary projection of the limbs of a passenger con-
stitutes, 5o4..
Eminent Domain.
Exercise of the power will be restrained where the railroad, char-
tered under general State laws, is for private use, 222.
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Jrnjuries to Employees.
Not liable for, through defects in construction of side tracks, 144.
.Injuries to Volunteer.
A bystander called by a head brakeman, who is without authority
to employ, to assist in switching, is a volunteer and cannot recover
for injuries received, 565.
Liability.
An elevated railroad is liable for impairment of easements in the
highway of an abutting owner, where the road was built without
condemning said easements, 144.
Liens for Sufplies.
Persons furnishing supplies to a railroad are entitled to payment
out of the earnings thereof before the payment of interest on the
mortgage bonds, or for permanent improvements, 143.
Maintenance of Road.
Not bound to exercise the same degree of care in maintaining its
side tracks as its main tracks, 144.
M.andamus.
Will not lie to compel the maintenance of a station at a particular
point along its line, 221.
Party Tickets. See Interstate Commerce.
'Passenger. See Tickets.
Five hundred dollars damages for being compelled to pay fare twice
not excessive, where ejection from train was threatened, 499.
May recover damages, where compelled to pay again after having
given up ticket for whole trip to another conductor, 499.
Refusal to stop train at a station not scheduled, but to which fare
has been collected renders the company liable both in tort and in
contract, 708.
In the absence of statutory regulations, passenger may be ejected
wherever he is not unreasonably exposed to danger, 625.
:Tikels. See Passenger.
The company is liable in both assumpsit and tort, where a con-
ductor refuses to accept a ticket given by the company which describes
the trip incorrectly, and ejects the passenger, who has no money to
pay the fare, 63.
Company is liable, for refusing ticket on account of illegibility of
-date, where it was in same condition as when purchased, 625.
Right to eject passenger for non-payment of fare is not affected by
h'is belief in his right to ride after expiration of his ticket, 625.
Company is responsible for statements of regulations concerning
-tickets made by conductor, 288.
Where the agent delivers an erroneous ticket to the passenjer the
'latter must pay his fare or be ejected from the train, and. must rely
-upon his remedy in damages for the negligent mistake, goi.
Company is liable in damages for a conductor's refusal to accept a
-ticket perfect in all respects, with the exception of having lost its
-color by having been accidentally wet, 904.
Humiliation and shame, suffered by being obliged to pay another.
'fare or suffer ejection, are the subjects of damages, 9o4.
TFrespassers on Tracks. See Aregligence.
Violation of Rules.
Riding in express car in wilful violation of rule will prevent recov-
ery for injuries sustained therein, although the conductor, knowing,
the plaintits position did not enforce the rule, 804.
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REAL ESTATE. See Land.
REAL ESTATE BROKERS. See E-.vecztors anid4dministralors--.-us-
band and IVife.
4mount of Commission.
The contract governs; but where indefinite, the broker is entitled
to a reasonable compensation to be determined by evidence of the
price usually paid, 76S.
Commissions on E.rchange of Properl.j
A broker is entitled to a commission on an exchange; but his oral
promise to charge no commission unless an exchange is effected,
made without consideration after performance of his original contract
to procure a purchaser, is not binding, 7 6S.
Diziding Commissions.
Agreement between brokers and one of three purchasers, which is
concealed from all the other parties, will not affect the brokers' right,
where the vendor is not prejudiced, 767.
Double Commissions.
Commissions cannot be recovered from both parties, unless the
double employment was known to both parties, 767.
Independent Sale by Principal.
Principal's right to sell independently of the broker always exists,
but he must not sell to one who is itegotiating with the agent, and
must give the agent notice of his sale, 7b6.
Revocation of A1uthorily.
A sale effected by one of several brokers employed respecting the
same property, with notice of each others' employment, works an im-
mediate revocation of the rights of all the others, 766.
Right" to Commissions.
The right exists only when he produces a purchaser ready to com-
ply withthe principal's terms in all essential particulars, 758, 761,
762, 764, 766.
Broker is entitled to commissions if the principal accepts a sale
upon terms different from those at first proposed, 759-
Broker cannot claim commissions for voluntary services; he must
show authority express or implied, to prove his right, 759.
Broker for a corporation, must show employment by one who can
bind the corporation, or a ratification of his services in order to estab-
lish his claim, 761.
The sale must have been effected through the broker's agency.c, but
to establish his right, the transaction need not be completed b con-
vevance within the limited duration of his agency, 762, 763.
. It is sufficient to establish the broker's right, if one who has re-
ceived knowledge of the property-from him deals directly, with the
principal, 762.
But no right exists, whLre the broker fails in selling, and the prin-
cipal succeeds with the same party. 762.
Nor where he secures a proposition from a party with whom the
principal has been in treaty prior to tile agency, 763.
But the right remains if the owner sells the property to parties with
whom the agent is in treaty, unless le is ignorant of the fact; or if
lie changes the terms of the sale, whereby it falls through, 764, 765.
Right is not defeated by the owner's failure to inform the broker of
defects in title, whercby the sale is lost; even if the commissions
were to bepaid out of th a proceeds of the sale, 763, 764.
But the right is lost if the sale fails through the misrepresentations
of the other party which- leads the principal to withdraw from the
transaction, 764.
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Where a principal says nothing about the kind of deed he will
give, and the prospective purchaser refuses to complete the contract
unless the owner gives a warranty deed, which he refused as he has
a good title, and the sale falls through; the broker is not entitled to
commissiclns, 75S.
Broker must act with perfect good faith, but his rights are not af-
fected by misrepresentations innocently made which do not mislead
the vendor, 767.
'Where the law requires a license, it must be paid before the broker
can recover commissions oil sales effected, 768.
Revocation of authority will not divest broker's right, if it is made
to defeat his claim. 
765.
Revocation of authority of an authorized agent, without notice to
a validly appointed sub-agent, will not affect the rights of the latter,
760, 765.
Sale of Op:zon.
Which is never exercised does not entitle broker to commissions,
76S.
RECIPROCITY ACTS.
Constitutionality of, 65, 173.
REMAINDER. * See Land.
REMOVAL OF CAUSES FROM STATE COURTS.
An action to annul a judgment, where the parties are citizens of
different States, can be removed only when the proceeding is an orig-
inal and independent one, 59.
Where a decree is sought to be set aside on the ground of fraud,
the State Court will refuse to recognize the right of removal, unless
the bill in equity alleges that proof establishing the fraud was dis-
covered after the judgment at law was rendered after the legal time
for obtaining new trial had expired, and the evidence could not have
been obtained by diligence within such time, 59, 6o.
Where judgments have been rendered in several cases depending
upon the same facts, a proceeding to enjoin the plaintiffs from tak-
ing advantage of the judgments so obtained can be removed into
the Federal courts, the aggregate amount involved exceeding $3,ooo,
though each judgment is for less than $5oo, 6o.
Stay of Proceedings.
Where a case is reversed and remanded by the Supreme Court to
the State Court because the latter had lost its jurisdiction by the pe-
tition for removal, the Circuit Court may use its discretion in order-
ing stay of proceedings until costs in the State Court are paid,
2388.
RES JUDICATA.
Is the term properly applied to a judgment of a Court of last resort,
in place of "r'es adudicata" as commonly seen, 611.
RIOT. See Forcible Entrj'-laster and Servant.
Homestead Labor Riots, 556, 691.
ROADS AND STREETS.
Damages for Change of Grade.
Where a permanent grade of highway is established, the body
changing the grade is liable for damages caused by the change. Cases
firo and contra, 538.
Dedication of.
Use of private street by public for three years without objection by
owner of fee, sufficient to show, 367.
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Opening and Inp roving.
An owner who petitioned for the improvement of qn abutting street,.
is estopped from claiming damages for the overflow of a water course,
which was damaged by such improvement, 143.
Safe Condition.
Municipality is liable for injuries resulting from unsafe condi-
tion, even though such condition is due to negligence of a contractor-
359.
RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES, See Conflid of Laws.
SALE. See Actions-Liquor Laws.
Clubs.
There is no sale when members obtain liquor at not more than cost
price, 221, 864.
Delivery.
Marking and piling lumber separately is sufficient delivery as-
against creditors, 223.
SET-OFF. See Banks-Bills and Notes-Insolvency.
SLANDER AND LIBEL.
Exemplary Damages.
In an action of slander can be recovered only where defendant was
actuated by malice toward plaintiff, 63o.
Ground of Ac/ion.
Action of libel may be maintained by a railroad company, without
proof of special damage, for a publication charging them with such
incapacity and negligence in their business as would induce shippers-
to refrain from employing them, 144.
Itplication of Malice.
Malice is implied where the words spoken impute a crime, and
are reiterated on the stand after their falsity has been shown, 630.
Publication.
Where a wife opened a letter and read it with her husband, the
publication of the libel was her own act and she could not recover.
Husband and wife are distinct persons in respect to the publication
of a libel, 503.
SPIRITUALISM. See Deeds-Deceil- Wills.
The effect of the belief upon conveyances inter vivos, 504.
The effect of the belief upon testamentary dispositions, 569.
STARE DECISIS.
A new method of avoiding the rule suggested, 489.
STATUTE.
Object.
Act "to encourage cultivation of ramie," providing appropriations
"to encourage cultivation, etc.," and "for purchase of ramie," is
invalid under Califoriia Constitution prohibiting more than one item
of appropriation in bills making appropriations of money, 5oo.
Validity.
An ordinance prescribing both fine and imprisonment for its viola-
tion, and providing that the license and money paid therefor shall
remain forfeited, although an acquittal should take place upon appeal
and trial de novo, is void as being oppressive and unreasonable, 568.
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STATUTE OF FRAUDS. See Confliet of Laws.
SUNDAY LAWS. See Cont-acts, 723.
TAXATION. See Interstate Commerce-Constilutional Lawy.
Equality of.
Equal when paid ecclusively by those for whose benefit the money
collected is expended, 217.
Legislative Control.
Right of, not such a vested right of property as to be beyond
control of the legislature, 141.
Public Purpose. See Constitutional Law.
Grant of money for benefit of a destitute person, not for a public
purpose, 312.
But laws for the benefit of the poor in general, or dealing with
poverty of certain kinds, are for a public purpose, 313.
TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.
AXegligence.
Where a message is sent to A. in care of B., and B. cannot be found,
the company is liable in damages to A. when an effort to find A.,
if made, would have been successful, 144.
Transmission of Ofessages.
Error calling person addressed to wrong place not excused because
message was unrepeated, as the condition a& to unrepeated messages
applies only to the sender, 223.
TRADE-MARKS.
Counte;feiting.Labels.
Labels are entitled to protection where they are so successfully
counterfeited that those purchasing with the usual degree of care are
deceived, 631.
Word.
"Celluloid " being originally dfancy and arbitraiyae s ai
trade-mark; but its use in connection with a totally differen't sub-
stance, will not be enjoined, 64.
TREASON.
"Levying lar." , .. , . ..
Opposition to the enforcenent of law by.force,- numbers or intimi-
dation, to be treason, must have for its object a public; and not a
private purpose, 694.698.
Organized resistance to State authority, as the criterion, 696.
TRUST COMBINATIONS. See Corporations.
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.
Charitable.
Depend upon the common law of England for their origin, 237,
239, 243, 244, 245, 
246,
Indefiniteness in objects, immaterial in charitable trusts, 238, 241.
Cy pres doctrine, its true meaning and application, 249, 251, 252
C' pres doctrine not recognized in New York, therefore there mus
be arecognized beneficiary who can enforce the trust. (See "Decision
in Tilden v. Green," p. 235\, 75, 79, 123, 125, 126, 127.
Vagueness, indefiniteness and uncertainty in the objects will not
invalidate, provided a discretionary power exists in a trustee to
supervise the application of the fund, and the gft is to a technical
charitable purpose, 
124.
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When the discretion of some one is essential to create a beneficial
right, and the trustee is precluded from exercising it for his own
benefit, the devise is void unless the object is charitable, 522, 524.
Rule in Morice v. Bishop of Durham, 522.
In Connecticut a bequest to general charitable purposes, without
naming a beneficiary, is void, 128.
A devise of a residuary estate in trust for an institution not in
existence, with a discretion vested in the trustees, if they shall deem
its incorporation inexpedient, to use the fund for such charitable
purposes as will render it most beneficial to humanity, is invalid, as
designating no beneficiary who can enforce the trust, and vesting
entire power in the trustees to give or withhold the fund. (See
Tilden v. Green, p. 235), 75.
Legality of.
Where legal or illegal testamentary trusts are so connected that
the rejection of the illegal would defeat the testator's intention, or do
injustice to the beneficiaries, all must be held illegal and fall, 75,
84, 98.
Loss of Investment.
Loss of portion of trust fund by insecure investment, should be
apportioned between life tenant and remainder-man, in proportion in
which the principal sum of the investment bears to the interest due
thereon when the investment is realized upon, 432.
Mingling Trust Funds. See Assignments.
Where a trustee of funds allows a firm to which Ire belongs to use
them without giving security, although their loan was authorized
only upon real estate security, and the firm, becoming insolvent,
first execute a mortgage to secure the funds, and then make an
assignment, the preference is void, and the cestui que trust stands in
the position of a simple contract creditor, 711.
Powers in Trust.
To render valid, there must be certainty of object, 116, 237.
Purchase of Trust Property.
A trustee may not purchase from his cestui que trust unless their
relations have been dissolved, and he has communicated to his
vendor all his knowledge of the property's value, 744.
Trustee is not permitted to purchase for others, 745.
Where the trustee becomes personally interested in the purchase,
the sale will be set aside whether it was made by virtue of the
trustee's power or under the supervision of the court, 745.
But in Tennessee sales under judicial supervision are excepted, 746.
Where the cestui que trust seeks to have the sale of property pur-
chased by the trustee set aside, the court will receive no evidence
to show the bona fides of the transaction, 745.
In Texas and Missouri, executors and administrators may not pur-
chase their decedents' estates; but in South Carolina the rule is other-
wise, 746.
But in Missouri administrators may purchase at adverse sales,
749-
In Alabama, South Carolina and Texas, a trustee who is beneficially
interested may purchase the trust property at public sale; and (pro-
bably), also a preferred creditor who is trustee fpr the payment of
-debts, but not where the deed of trust provides f~r the payment of
-creditors ratably, 747.
Where the sale is under adversary proceedings the general rule is
that the trustee may not purchase, 748.
But in Pennsylvania, purchases at such sales have been permitted
-on the ground that the trustee has then no duty to perform in regard
to the trust property, 748.
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The Pennsylvania exception has been narrowed by decisions re-
quiring perfect good faith respecting the sale as a condition to the
validity of the trustees' title, 740, 748, 749.
A trustee may acquire an indefeasible title at his own sale, by (a) a
new contract with the c. q. t., divesting him of the character of trus-
tee, but under the supervision of the Court; or (b), lie may file a bill
asking leave of the Court to become a bidder, 750.
UNDUE INFLUENCE. See Deeds-Wills.
UNITED STATES COURTS.
Circuit Courts of Appeal, 45.
Habeas Co,-pus.
May review upon habeas corpus, at any time before removal of
prisoner, the action of State executive in issuing warrant of rendi-
tion, 429.
Upon habeas coipus, a Federal Court may examine an indictment
found in another circuit against a prisoner who is awaiting removal,
so far as to be satisfied that the offense is one that may be tried in the
former to which the accused is sought to be removed, 710.
Jurisdiction.
S. C. U. S. has no jurisdiction over appeals from C. C. U. S.: in
cases dependent upon adverse citizenship, 143.
S. C. U. S. has a right to review action of State Court where the
conclusions of the latter involve the denial of a privilege under the
Constitution and laws of United States, 285.
S. C. U. S. has jurisdiction as to all plaintiffs claiming under a
title whose validity is involved in the determination of the cause,
where the whole amount involved exceeds ;5,ooo, although none of
the individual claims exceed that sum, 289.
Jurisdiction of S. C. U. S. over cases concerning rights to State
political offices, 405.
Jurisdiction of Circuit Courts of Appeal in cases arising under the
Chinese Evclusion Acts, 48.
C. C. U. S. has jurisdiction over suits brought by receiver of a na-
tional bank without regard to the amount involved, 61.
Where a person is in custody by a judgment of a State Court under
a State statute, jurisdiction of United States courts extends to the
inquiry, upon habeas co;15us, into the constitutionality of such stat-
ute, 6r, 62.
Stay of Proceedings.
Cannot stay proceedings in a State Court, but as between the par-
ties before it nay enjoin the plaintiffs from enjoying an inequitable
advantage obtained by a judgment therein, 6o.
Will issue injunction to restrain execution of State law, only where
complainant shows the unconstitutionality of the law and makes out
a case cognizable in equity, 218.
I1i-it of P-ohibition.
S. C. U. S.will not issue writ of prohibition to restrain a lower Court
front executing its sentence, where the application was made after
judgment and sentence, and no want of jurisdiction appears upon the
face of the proceedings; nor, where to grant the writ would be to
review the actions of the government in a question pending between
it and a foreign power, 367.
WILLS.
Ambiguiy,.
Where a bequest was claimed by two institutions, evidence that
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testator was interested in the church which managed one of them
was admissible to show his intention, 224.
Bequests Valid Where Made. See Conftict of Laws.
Bequests Charged on Land.
Legacies are charged on the land where the testator made no
specific devise of the real estate, but by including both his realty and
personalty in the residuary clauses, showed his intention to treat
them as a common fund, 8o8.
Construction of.
Where testator, having left children and step-children, had de-
scribed the latter in a bequest, they had no participation in the
residue left to "my wife and children," 224.
Grant of estate in fee is reduced to i a estate for life by a subse-
quent clause giving a remainder upon the contingency that the estate
shall not be disposed of during the life of the grantee, 64.
Memorandum.
Written in past tense, called "nuncupative," and signed above
figures which formed no part of the will, is valid, 287.
Powers. See Conflict of Laws.
Where the decree of a power to dispose of land by deed or will
executed the power by will and subsequently executed a deed, which
was rescinded by a reconveyance, the prior execution remained in
full force, 712.
In New York a general bequest passes property over which testator
had a power of appointment; but in Rhode Island the intent to
execute the power must appear affirmatively, 629.
Undue Influence.
To avoid a will the undue influence must so constrain the testator's
volition that he is prevented from following his own inclinations, 577-
Where the insane delusion of a testator does not appear to have
influenced his disposition of his property, his will is valid, 569.
While a bdlief in the preternatural is uotper se an insane delusion,
yet it may athount to such where it does not permit the free exercise
of the will, 573, 581, 582, 588, 589.
If the spiritualistic or other religious belier of the testator appears
to have appreciably affected the provisions of his will, the presump-
tion of unduejnfluence is created; 577.
For the pre iption to attach it sufficient if there is a likelihood
of some remote benefit to accrue, provided the contingency is not too
remote, 58o.
Where a spiritual adviser or a spiritualistic medium has procured
a benefit for himself, or a third person by playing upon the testator's
preternatural beliefs, or by virtue of his relation to the testator, the
exercise of undue influence is presumed, and the burden of proving
the contrary is upon the beneficiary, 574, 576, 579, 588.
Where the spiritual adviser draws up the will himself, or has it
drawn up and is present at its execution, the presumption of undue
influence is strongest; and when the facts are contrary the presump-
tion is correspondingly weak, 578, 58r.
WRITS.
Amendment of Return.
After a sheriff or deputy has gone out of office, he cannot amend
a defective return made while in office, without an order of court, 63o.
